Continuing Education for Leaders
At the beginning of this year, the Training & Recertification Task Force rolled out continuing education programs for leaders/
leaders in training. To-date, we conducted the following sessions via Zoom: How to Open a Meeting, Dealing with Disturbing
Behaviors, How to Use meetup.com to Promote RI Meetings, Group Leader Trainings, and Power Your Mind Overviews.
For those Leaders wishing to facilitate a program, applications are re9uired and are sent to the Program Committee for review.
Session proposals are vetted based on the following criteria:
advances RI mission
contributes to RI Method and knowledge base
aids members in advancing their technology skills to lead meetings
furthers mentoring of new leaders
provides ways to attract newcomers and market meetings.
These sessions are free to Leaders. To obtain an application to conduct a session or if you wish to become a Leader and
participate in these personal development opportunities, contact angela(@recoveryinternational.org or 312-337-5661.

Decide, Plan and Act: Judith Bassette
Last fall, on a national Group Leader meeting, Judy Bassette heard that meeting donations were down more than $100,000
- due to the pandemic. Judy decided this was the year to make an extra donation to Recovery International, she made her

plan, and acted. And we received a most generous check from Judy, many times her usual annual gift, to help RI during these
challenging times!
I called Judy to thank her, and learned she has been involved in RI for 43 years. When her children were small, she suffered
from feelings of helplessness, hopelessness, fatigue, anxiety, panic, crying spells, and heart palpitations. She laid on the sofa or
bed all day, only getting up to do what absolutely had to get done. For three years, doctors were not able to help her, but one
finally suggested she might try Recovery meetings. She went that same week, and found tools to help with her symptoms.
"Recovery showed me how I could use my muscles to get up and take care of myself, my family and my home. Thanks to
Recovery, I was able to achieve a better 9uality of life. I was able to get my Master's Degree and worked as a Spanish and Latin
language teacher for 20 years." Judy continued, "I wanted to give the donation to Recovery in intense gratitude for giving me
the knowledge of all the coping tools I use in everyday situations."
Judy went on to become a Group Leader, and is the Western New York Area publicity chairman. She has conducted many
demonstration panels introducing RI to area ministers and civic groups, and is currently working on scheduling a radio interview
on Buffalo Senior Radio.
Judy knows RI works for others, too. There were people in her
group over the years who have had suicidal thoughts. They found
hope in the tools Recovery provided, and now lead productive
lives. She also does mutual aid calls with past group members
who live in nursing homes and can't get to meetings, and
sometimes she mails out lists of coping tools to friends.
"I encourage everyone who attends Recovery meetings to
drop the stigma of their own mental health problems so they
can bring awareness of RI to others," Judy says. "Continue to
give your time, talent and treasure to Recovery so that future
generations will be able to benefit from RI Method."
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